
Fruity Fun & Wild Wins: The
Symbols of Hot Hot Fruit
Symbols in Hot Hot Fruit game include classic elements typical of fruit slots and

some unique symbols adding a twist to the game:

Fruit Symbols: Just like in many classic slots, “Hot Hot Fruit” features fruit symbols

like watermelons, plums, and oranges. These symbols are the basics and bring wins

with the right combos.

Lucky 7s and BAR Symbols: These traditional slot symbols are also in “Hot Hot

Fruit”. The Lucky 7s and BAR symbols are usually high-paying and can lead to hefty

wins.

Wild Symbols: The game has two types of wilds – the regular wild symbol and the

red double wild symbol. Both can substitute for other symbols to create winning

combos. However, the red double wild has the extra perk of doubling up.

Hot Hot Feature: This special feature randomly activates during play and can turn

regular symbols into doubles, except for the Lucky 7s, which can turn into triples.

This ups the symbol count on the reels and boosts your chances of winning.

Free Spins: Triggered by landing three or more wild symbols on the reels. This leads

to free spins, increasing the player’s chances of winning without extra bets.

Characteristic Description

Provider Habanero Systems

Reels & Rows 5 reels, 3 rows

Paylines 15 paylines

Volatility High

https://hothotfruithabanero.co.za/


RTP Variable (92.23%, 93.96%, 96.84%, 98.05%)

Betting Range From R0.45 to R5,000 per spin

Maximum Win Up to R400,000

Jackpot Progressive, the amount is distributed among players at a
specific time

Special
Features

Wild symbols, Free Spins, Hot Hot Feature (doubles/triples
symbols), symbols lock in during Free Spins for bigger wins

Theme Classic fruit theme with a modern twist

Mobile
Compatibility

Yes, optimized for iOS and Android devices

Gameplay Simple, suitable for both beginners and experienced players

Freespins Yes

"Hot Hot" Feature
The special “Hot Hot” feature in the Hot Hot Fruit is a key element that makes the

game particularly interesting and dynamic. This feature is triggered randomly during

play and can significantly increase your wins. Here’s how it works:

● Feature Activation: The “Hot Hot” feature can randomly activate at any
time during play. This means it can start during any spin, regardless of
the bet or symbols on the screen.

● Symbol Transformation:When the feature activates, it selects a
random number of symbols on the screen and transforms them.
Regular symbols can turn into double symbols, meaning they count as



two symbols instead of one. In the case of the “7” symbol, it can turn
into a triple symbol, tripling its value.

● Win Increase: Thanks to this feature, it’s possible to get combinations
of up to 10 symbols on a single payline, significantly increasing the
potential win size.

● Free Spins: If three or more wild symbols appear on the screen from
left to right or right to left, the free spins feature is activated with 6 free
spins. If you find 3 or more wild symbols on both sides, you win 12 free
spins. During this feature, all winning symbols are automatically locked
in for the remaining free spins, which can increase your win.

This feature makes playing Hot Hot Fruit unpredictable and exciting, as it can

activate at any moment and significantly boost your chances of a big win.

Official Rules Hot Hot Fruit






